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Andrea Zittel's A-Z: an institute of investigative living

her uninterest in a reading of her work that is limited to the "in-

The A-Z enterprise encompasses all aspects of day-to-day

sular issues of art history." Nevertheless, given the specific

living. Home furniture, clothing, food, all become the sites of
investigation in an ongoing endeavor to better understand
human nature and the social construction of needs.
-A-Z website

framework of a survey publication and exhibition, it is important to begin sketching in some of these contextual relationships as a way to understand why the issues that "stem from
broader arenas of social and cultural content,,,l which Zittel's
work has brought to the fore, are timely and critical. Because

A defining aspect of the work of Andrea Zittel is what we

her will to engage her audience and her strategies to do so are

could call her methodological process, her interest in founding

intrinsically embedded in her method, the following pages ex-

the production of her artwork on the act of questioning real-

amine her work from this standpoint: ranging from the com-

ity and formulating answers. This anthropocentric effort, as

municative and expansive archive of written and visual

was the case among many thinkers at the origin of Western

components that accompany her sculptural environments to

modernity, is a combination of heretical doubt about the sta-

the personalized renditions of her conceptual sculpture, and

tus quo, methodical research, ingenious experimentation, and

from the perspective of the owner and user of Zittel's services

exhortatory engagement. Since she began her career as an artist

to the experience of the museum viewer in front of Zittel's work.

in 1990, Zittel's investigation has been sustained and systematic.
Zittel holds a distinct place in recent contemporary Amer-

Central to Zittel's methodology, and an important extension

ican art. Her signature sculptural objects and environments

of her livable sculpture, is a variety of written, printed, and pic-

have made the spreads of home design magazines even as her

torial works and documents. These include flyers, brochures,

personalized method of creating and disseminating her art has

and posters that Zittel often publishes in conjunction with her

animated a debate about the role of the functional objects with

exhibitions, as well as statements that the artist has written for

which we surround ourselves in contemporary habitats. This

each body of work, which can be found on her website at

debate shares similar concerns with discussions currently at the

www.zittel.org or in the press releases for her exhibitions. The

center of disciplines such as design, architecture, engineering,

personal (unpublished) correspondence Zittel maintains with the

and biology, to name a few, all involved in addressing the quality

individuals who acquire her "living units" in order to discuss the

and cultural significance of our lives in the urban sprawls that

process and details of personalizing them documents the fun-

have shaped public and private spheres in the Western world.

damental relationship the artist has developed with her co"ec-

Zittel looks at how we perceive ourselves in our home, of-

tors. In addition, The A-Z, Zittel's studio in Brooklyn <called A-Z

fice, and personal lives, and at the belief systems we have cre-

East since 2000 and temporarily suspended since 2003) pub-

ated in order to balance personal aspirations with the covertly

lished thirteen issues of A-Z Personal Profiles Newsletter (p. 95)

authoritarian logic that comprises the consumerist economic

between September 1996 and August 1997. The newsletters re-

and capitalist political power structures. Our daily regimens re-

ported on the personalized use of Zittel's work by her collectors

Flect our contradictory impulses to achieve a sense of control

and documented the proceedings of the Thursday Evening Per-

and security without sacrificing individual freedom. In her work

sonal Presentations at The A-Z, gatherings designed to facili-

Zittel points to these impulses as reflexive and obsessive, but

tate socialization among a community of artists and neighbors

at the same time she inverts them and demonstrates how they

in Brooklyn, and to make up for the absence of interpersonal ex-

ig.1

can become the basis of countercultural and emancipatory ac-

change in the otherwise hostile dynamics of metropolitan life.

'ndrea Zittel
14. in Personal Pane'
:/eaning A-Z Yard Yacht,

tion. For all their experimental look, specific forms, and essential

Among her prolific production on paper, Zittel's pencil

functions, Zittel's livable structures are at once the practice and

drawings are mostly studies for her three-dimensional work or

1998

the enunciation of her guiding principles, including both aphorisms

her experiments; the few autonomous pieces include the 1991-92

louache on paper
)0 x lS inches (S1 x 38 em)

about human nature and truisms about Western societies.

drawings that are part of her Breeding Works (p. 143) and the

.i. Papadimitriou

:ollec tiOIl, Athens

This essay highlights selected instances in the larger art

1999 drawings she made in conjunction with a temporary pub-

historical context of the artist's work. Zittel is adamant about

lic sculpture for Central Park titled Point of Interest: An A-Z

1,'1 I

,\, I.',' ", III Udli Ill', Andrea Zittel, Introducing the A-Z Administrative
Services Comfort Unit by Zittel, 1'1')4 (dl'Lul), 1",1.1".111'(\ ,nlulllHlil 1,(If)

Nlth tlw f'xf"b,tioll Comfort. I\nthollY d'(J/fdY (Jdllery, i untlol1

Land Brand (1999, pp. 174-75). Zittel began her gouaches on

for "her ambition to create an evocative, socially useful art" by

paper in 1992 as studies for the color patterns in the A-Z Carpet

employing the authoritarian voice of advertising in a way re-

Furniture (1992-93, pp. 110-13), resumed them in 1996 to study

lated to how, earlier on, Joseph Beuys adopted shamanistic tech-

the A-Z Escape Vehicle (p. 200) of that year, and started ex-

niques in his edifying lectures. 3

hibiting them consistently with her installations around 1998.

At the end of 1991, two years after moving to New York

In addition, pamphlets conceived and written by Lisa Anne Auer-

and after completing her first works-Repair Work (1991, fig. 36

bach accQmpany the High Oesert Test Sites (HOTS), events in

and p. 109) and the experiments in her Breeding Works (1991-93,

California's Mojave Desert, initiated in 2002 by Zittel's newest

pp. 142-51) -Zittel began working under the designation "A-Z

studio, A-Z West, which has been located in Joshua Tree, Cali-

Administrative Apparel" (quickly renamed "A-Z Administrative

fornia, since 2000. The HOTS are artist installations and inter-

Services"), the impersonal identity and collective persona with

ventions placed indefinitely at locations provided by the various

which she continues to sign her work today. In conjunction with

townships in the desert, including Pioneertown, Yucca Valley,

her exhibitions in the 1990s, Zittel published a number of mono-

Joshua Tree, and Twentynine Palms. New works are added

chromatic foldouts, designed to look like advertising brochures

yearly with an inauguration held during a weekend gathering

for commercial products, which she addressed to general con-

of artists and visitors. Zittel is one of the founders and organ-

sumers and potential customers in order to introduce them to

izers of the HOTS project. 2

the advantages of owning one of the following: the A-Z 1993

Zittel's parallel creation of both visual and linguistic out-

Living Unit (p.130-31),A-Z 1994 Living Unit (fig. 11 and pp. 131-33),

put, richly articulated in her work, conveys a distinct expres-

A-Z Comfort Unit (1994-95, fig. 2 and pp. 134-35), A-Z Ottoman

sion of the artist's thinking and the exhortatory nature of her

Furniture (1994, pp. 90-91), A-Z Sleeping Arrangements (1994,

work. It is a direction that obviously has developed from the

pp., 136-39), or A-Z Travel Trailer Unit (1995, pp. 195-99).4 Using

strategies devised by earlier American Conceptual artists, who

text inset over pictures, mUltiple silhouetted views of the prod-

also used the medium of publishing to disseminate their ideas,

ucts, and images of happy customers perusing them (including

including purchasing advertising space in the press. But Zittel's

Zittel herself), the brochures bear the round A-Z company logo

own practice derives as well from the exercises of conscience

visibly on their covers, simultaneously engaging and spoofing

by a more recent generation of artists. Among them, Jenny

the corporate mentality. The largely conceptual content of the

Holzer can be singled out as particularly relevant in Zittel's case

first brochures eventually transitioned to the friendlier, more
conversational tenor of the A-Z Travel Trailer Unit brochure, and
hence to the concise and suggestive slogans in the A-Z Bed Book
that accompanies the A-Z Small Bed (1994, p. 117), the A-Z Fled

•

•

The Comfort Un,tls large
enoU9h 10 shelter two people
at once w,th,n ,ts .n!imale
nesl-like structure
AtldillOn!l1 se(VIce umts maV
fabricated 101 addition81
needs
bit

•

Each Cornlort UIlII is umque
and Will become more so wnh
rnodilic;lllOflS and aUeralions
made by the USet

(1994, p. 137), and theA-Z Blanket Bed(1993), in which keywords
of Zittel's belief system-i.e., comfort, dream, protection, alternative, support, easy, isolation, socialization-are repeated
throughout, producing an insistent message. While two drafts
on vellum for an unpublished brochure to accompany A-Z Escape
Vehicle (1996) extend an idealistic yet convincing invitation-

"The Making of a Perfect Escape" and "You'll Love This Place"the A-Z Bed Book describes A-Z Carpet Furniture as "elegance,
economy, and just the right energy," where the term "the right
energy" (here associated with the idea of sleeping on the floor)
clearly asks the reader to think about what "energy" really means,
especially in light of personal goals.
While the bold statements of Holzer's Truisms series of the
1980s emphasized the moral content and institutionalized voice
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logo designed in bombastic t ficry, and raggedy block Ictters that
recall advertisements in sports car magazines. This neologism

II

is but the latest exploit in Zittel's adaptation of Madison AvenLlelike nomenclature for her conceptual sculpture -i.e., A-Z Living
Unit, A-Z Yard Yacht (1998, pp. 210-13), A-Z Wagon Station

(2002-present, pp. 214-17)-all devised to short-circuit given
beliefs about people's aspirations in their everyday lives and to
pinpoint the profound and multilayered needs the sculptures

of her earlier public service messages t Zittel, in adopting her

are set up to satisfy and explore.

own social image, has opted instead for the suavely persuasive

Drawn in a naturalistic but illustrative and concise style,

tone of advertising language. But like Holzer, Zittel aims directly

using flat colors, soft outlines t and warm tones, Zittel's pro-

and persistently at her interlocutors, inviting them to visualize
their t'anxious inner core us and their most personal needs.

and environment works. Usually based on actual photographs,

"That kind of language/' Zittel said t lI allowed me to say things

such as Me in Personal Panel Cleaning A-Z Yard Yacht (1998, fig. 1),

that I couldn't say in an artist's statement. ... Ads allow me to

they at times transform into advertising posters, such as the

duction in the gouache medium incorporates the artist's apparel

say what I believe or hope that products will do, and since

series of drawings dedicated to the A-Z Food Group series

everybody understands the language of advertising as one of

(2001, p. 121) or the imaginary scenarios in the sfnwvlei (Some-

fantasy, I don't feel that I am leading people on or lying to

thing for Nothing with Very Little Effort Involved) series (2002,

them/' Zittel had earlier in the interview distinguished between

fig. 17 and p. 104). In these gouaches the artist often portrays

"knowing" and "believing,'t noting;

herself at work, making them reflect the core of her process:

how people can believe in something even though some deeper
more rational part of them is telling them that it may not ex-

each new body of work matures on the basis of modifications
Zittel first introduces in her own life and then brings to fruition

actly be true. One of the reasons that I am fascinated by Mod-

in tests and sculptural prototypes. Direct and subjective ex-

ernism is that it was the last era of great faith, people still really

perience is the basis of Zittel's thinking. The gouaches have a

believed. Faith seems to be a natural human trait, and although

meditative tone, and while their images are direct and matter

I don't want to embarrass myself or be overly na'l've, I still like to

of fact, they also emanate a sense of the accomplishment and

indulge the act of belief now and then. 6

ZitteJts A-Z Raugh Posters (1998, p. 169) and her gouaches

dignity found in nineteenth-century painting celebrating the
moral stamina of the rural and urban working class.

continued in the direction of her advertising pamphlets. The

Her adoption of a style grounded in illustration and adver-

posters accompanied her A-Z Raugh Furniture (1998, fig. 22 and

tising reflects Zittel's adamant interest in appealing to, if only

pp. 168-71), a faux-rock landscape for indoor lounging. Against

partially reaching, a much larger audience, one that goes be-

the gray charcoal foam of the sculpture, the Cibachrome

yond the institutional and semiotic confines of an art gallery.

posters are loud in color and dramatic in composition. They in-

With the creation of A-Z Administrative Services, she opted to

corporate thunderous slogans-such as "We think that every

speak in a more impersonal voice-a contemporary version of

house should make their lives a little more RAUGH!"-which ad-

the literary tradition of aphorisms and maxims, which commu-

vertise the advantages of "raugh." This particular furniture de-

nicates knowledge attributed to collective wisdom. But Zittel's

sign of Zittel's adapts to personal disorder and the domestic

persona is not as anonymous as practitioners in that mode, in-

accumula tion of dirt, and so reflects a more harmonious way

cluding the undefined agent felt behind Holzer's Truisms. While

of life. With the posters Zittel could illustrate this idea with fa-

sincere in their message, Zittel's advertising stratagems are

miliar images of private relaxation and slogans that reduce our

also a parody of mass communication-of its occult pervasive-

sense of embarrassment about disorder in our own persona(

ness and of our dependence on it-in the same way that the in-

spaces. The posters also let Zittel brand the phonetic ambigu-

fluential1966-67 reportage by Dan Graham entitled Homes for

ity of the neologism "raugh" (raw/rough) with an eye-catching

America (fig. 3) was not actual reporting but a Conceptualist

till, 4
Joseph I(osuth
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work of art in the form of an architecture magazine article de-

to counteract the object-based aspect of her art: her "promo-

nouncing the anonymity of tract housing in America? With re-

tional material" allows Zittel to undercut the apparent formal-

spect to this precedent, Zittel decided to go further and both

ism of her sculptures and to engage another kind of vision on

assume a persona and become a transparent commercial entity

the part of the viewer. While the noted tripartite works devel-

with a precise identity and program. Her strategy overcomes

oped by Joseph Kosuth in the mid-sixties-such as One and

the sense of inaccessibility and the lack of a larger contextual

Three Chairs (Etymological) (1965, fig. I.), comprising a photo-

community that had characterized Conceptual Art,8 It also re-

graph of a chair, the chair, and the dictionary definition of

nounces the tension between truth and persuasion that pervades

chair-considered the ways that we register external reality,

Holzer's work. One of Zittel's defining motivations is to over-

Zittel's coupling of her functional-looking objects with her il-

come what the artist perceives as the limits of the artistic avant-

lustration of them elaborates on the notions of "function" and

garde-its elitism, isolationism, and ultimate failure-and to

"usage": how we actually do "use art" to our advantage and

explore (with faith, as she says) a set of alternative strategies

what kind of emancipated "use" of objects an artist can devise

that aim at unearthing the nature of art, both the relative auton-

within contemporary Western societies.

omy of a work of art and its existence as an independent style
within contemporary culture.

The communicative speed brought about by the dematerialization of art (through the use of publishing, mail art, and

The connection that Zittel establishes between art and the

billboards, among other strategies) provided American Con-

more commercially viable practices of design and architecture

ceptual artists in the 1960s, as Lucy Lippard described, with "a

does not "blur" the boundaries among these disciplines, whose

way of getting the power structure out of New York and

aims and methods remain, in fact, discrete and specialized. But

spreading it around to wherever an artist feels like being at the

by referring to these sources effectively, Zittel exploits to the

time. Much art now is transported by the artist, or in the artist

utmost those functions typical of the language of art, which is

himself [sic], rather than by watered-down, belated circulating

symbolic, reflective, and experiential. For this reason Zittel situ-

exhibitions or by existing information networks."9 The essence

ates her drawings in the direct vicinity of her three-dimensional

of one of Zittel's most recent works, Sufficient Self (2004), her

environments. Their verbal and illustrational support is a way

first video projection, echoes Lippard's words, but contextualizes them in a much transformed world where "the discourse of
utopia has given way to one of globalization,"1o a globalization
revealed as problematic, one-sided, and dominated by a few
power centers. Sufficient Self is a diaristic documentation of
Zittel's A-Z West studio, twenty-five acres of land that Zittel
conceives as a compound "to integrate the production, use, and
viewing of my work in a single site."n In an intensely sincere account developed around Zittel's notion of an "intimate universe"
(as expressed in the diagram on p. 15), the artist presents in this
DVD projection her vision of the desert region and takes us
through her current personal trajectory as an artist.
Vaster and more remote than the Brooklyn-based A-Z
East, this new location has allowed Zittel to make pieces, live
with them, and slow down the process of disseminating the
work in the world. After observing the object-laden art production of American artists in the 1980s and 1990s, Zittel treasures the notion that "the work is in the artist," where it is
therefore more powerful, but she transfers the understanding
of this principle from the work's self-referentiality to the very
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process of its creation, distribution, and use. This is the differ-

Sufficient Self was shown first at the 2004 Whitney Biennial,

ence between A-Z West and the precedents of noted interven-

and in the exhibition catalogue Zittel published a list of what

tions in desert regions by American artists such as, among others,

she calls her principles, which forms her latest manifesto entitled

Double Negative (1969) by Michael Heizer, located in the Mormon

These things I know for sure (p. 14).13 Topping fourteen entries

Mesa of Nevada; Spiral Jetty (1970) by Robert Smithson, in the

today and still accumulating more, the list reads as a sponta-

Great Salt Lake of Utah; Sun Tunnels (1973-76) by Nancy Holt, in

neous and unsystematic sequence of affirmations, an approach

the Great Basin Desert of Utah; The Lightning Field (1971-77, fig. 5)

that is distinctive of artist manifestos. Its content at first

by walter de Maria, built in southwestern New Mexico; James

sounds rather slight and marginal, touching upon everyday

Turrell's Roden Crater (in progress), in Flagstaff Arizona, and also

tasks, practical directions, and human behavior. As if by care-

Donald Judd's Chinati Foundation in Marfa, Texas.

fully removing the layers of a fossilized formation in order to

In the same way that she uses her drawings, Zittel first

locate the core of a genuine individual buried deep, Zittel arrives

showed Sufficient Self together with Prototype for A-Z Raugh

at these main beliefs more IIby way of taking away" from the

Desk #2 (2001, p. 173), her design concept for the office work-

figure we know at present than "by way of adding" to itt and her

station at A-Z West. Sufficient Self is a seventeen-and-a-half-

findings appear as yet disjointed. This embryonic inventory of

minute silent DVD projection of digital slides that interleaves

certainties questions what defines an individual-whether a set

Zittel's written account with photographs taken in the region.

of universal parameters or the conventions that each one of us

She begins the account by focusing our attention on the rarefied

finds for ourselves. It aims to identify genuine human traits-

grid of dirt roads that derives from the homestead land division

such as freedom, organization, and genius-against what is

system that marked the American desert. She proceeds to a de-

merely a behavioral reaction to impulses that society and cul-

scription of the development of her projects at her compound t

tural tradition have artificially impressed on us. Finally, these

but takes care to integrate A-Z West within a survey of endeav-

principles represent Zittel's assessment of her own move to

ors by other longtime, often eccentric, residents in the region.

Joshua Tree and its effect on her-exploring whether such iso-

Zittel expresses a personal affinity with the renegade and

lation can truthfully give her personal vision more effectiveness.

quixotic endeavors of many of the homesteaders who have been

As Zittel has remarked, even interiority is a sociocultural denom-

drawn to the desert region. While today the American Earthworks

ination 14 and not an autonomous human trait t which means we

from the 1970s are becoming tourist destination's, Zittel is less

can see these precepts as guidelines for our free-will efforts to

interested in altering a place than in understanding and inter-

both preserve and change ourselves. Such a state of mind also

preting it. Those earlier artists, whom Zittel of course admires,

informs one of her most recent drawing series, A-Z Advanced

had looked at the desert as an alternative to the institutional-

Technologies (2002, p. 79). These gouaches (again self-portraits)

ized cultural confinement of the museum, a somewhat less

showcase Zittel's latest A-Z Personal Uniform, which she makes

over-determined space in which to place their finally incom-

by hand-felting wool. While in earlier gouaches the artist rep-

mensurable sculptures. Without dismissing its importance,

resented herself directly at work, here Zittel poses, in a close

Zittel forgoes such contemplation. Sufficient Self describes A-Z

medium shot, wearing her artifact. What most viewers may in-

West as,a site for experimentation and references the surround-

terpret as a mere fashion shoot-a semiotic strategy that Zittel

ing landscape-its colorst temperature, and lack of sharp horizon

does acknowledge and exploit-is in fact a substitution of the

-for the specific pace it gives experimentation itself. Zittel's

artwork with the maker, and the containment of the infinite land-

attraction to the desert does not lie in the dichotomy of

scape within its inhabitant, namely her presence. In a gesture

nature/culture that produces the experience of the sublime. To

perhaps closer to Smithson's sprint along Spiral Jetty, recorded

Zittel the desert offers the example of another kind of social

when he documented on film the completion of his work, Zittel

space available to us, which, by virtue of its expansion, Itseems

wedges herself within the locale, and her quasi-heroic posture

to generate such unique personal visions and 'life missions. I I I 12

represents her embrace of the place.
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Then there is the A-l Personal Uniform itself (fig. 6, pp. 70-81),

World War II that the ready-lo-wear industry promoted the uni-

which she began in 1991, producing more than forty-five ex-

form look of the mass-produced dress.ls Another source of Zittel's

amples to date. These are dresses that Zittel tailors and sews

inspiration are Constructivist design principles that required

for herself to serve both her working and her social needs. Pro-

clothing to possess the qualities of "appropriateness, hygiene,

ducing them annually in a spare number, she wears each for ex-

psychology, and harmony of proportion with the human body"

tended periods of time. Over the years Zittel has explored a great

(fig.

variety of purposes, styles, and manufacturing processes with

sumes an ethical dimension having to do with preserving one's

these garments even as she has maintained a core relationship

identity and role clearly before it is appropriated by social im-

n
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The notion of the "uniform" in Zittel's work thus as-

to women's wear. Zittel often emphasizes the origin of the A-Z

positions and banality. As a consequence it became increasingly

Personal Uniform-her need to manage her anxiety about facing

important to Zittel to analyze and make even the elemental

the New York art world's socialites with dignity-and their eco-

fabric itself of her dresses more and more her own. While the

nomical and expedient means. But more than their connection

A-Z Personal Panel Uniform (1995-98, pp. 72-73) comprises

to being fashionably correct, we recognize the A-Z Uniform's

manageable layers of geometrically cut fabric, later dresses-

link to working garments. Zittel's first designs especially remind

A-Z Single-Strand Uniform (1998-2001, pp. 75-77), A-Z Handmade

us of working class clothing at the beginning of the twentieth

Single-Strand Uniform (2001- 2002, p. 77), and A-Z Fiber Form

century, when women joined the assembly line wearing long

Uniform (begun in 2002, pp. 78-79, 164-65)-are worked

skirts, aprons, and headscarves (fig. 8}-a practice that in the

around the organic form of the body using Zittel's own varia-

West held until World War I when designer Coco Chanel intro-

tions on hand-knitting and wool-felting techniques.

duced menswear-inspired clothing style for women; it was after

Finally, but most importantly, Zittel considers theA-Z Personal Uniform as public sculpture, releasing them from her own

private everyday use to a larger existence as works of art with
collective significance. They are public sculptures whose use
value remains visible-as artist Daniel Buren has demonstrated
in his Photo-souvenir: "HommesISandwichs" (Paris, April 1968)
(fig. 9) and Photo- souvenir: Essai Hcteroclite, Les Gilets (Stedelijk
Van Abbemuseum, Eindhoven, Netherlands, February 1981)1/but whose content remains symbolic, extending the viewer's
perception beyond the dress itself to the contexts that generate and receive it: the artist, the museum, the collection, and
especially the world in which we exist. In a move both intimate
and powerful, Zittel asserts that we can use art to our advantage in order to illuminate the context in which we live. This assertion extends to the large and more visible catalogue of
Zittel's Living Unit, which most evidently illustrates her involvement of the user with the fUllctionality of her artworks,
23
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fig. 10

Andrea Zittel
Men from the Clone Series, 1992
GrClphite, vellum, Clnd polye<;!er
]) )( 19 1/2)( 1112 inches (84 x 50 x 4 ern) framed

Collection l:3arbara Jnd Howard Mor5e, New York

Clone Series illustrates the genetic principle noted on the draw-

ing, that IIsexual reproduction engenders diversity but there is
sameness among individuals reproduced asexually." In the
Magritte~like

third drawing, Teacups from the Clone Series, Zittel

used the same taxonomy with an image of stacked teacups,
which she repeated three times on the page as if in a decorative
pattern. In this last drawing in particular, which enucleates

When Zittel arrived in New York in 1990 from California, after

Zittel's focus in the years to follow, the artist equated the mass

earning a master's degree from Rhode Island School of Design in

production of consumer products to the control that biologi~

Providence, her work shared an interest in science-biology and

cal engineering and science in general have attained over life,

genetics in particular-with that of many of her peers. Janine

and she questioned the false aura of equality i,lnd accessibility

Antoni, Matthew Barney, Mel Chin, Mark Dion, Michael Joaquin

that both economics and science endeavor to exert over de-

Grey, and General Idea, among other artists, approached in their

veloped Western market systems. With these and other works

work different aspects of the contemporary disciplines in sci-

in her investigation of breeding, Zittel addressed a complex web

ence, including their methodologies and politics, with a focus

of issues regarding the act of "producing something" and the

on the cultural notion of the body-especially prominent in

dynamic of reception, dependence, and ownership that devel-

times marked by the AIDS crisis and the ensuing intensification

ops from the triangular relationship among producer, object,

of the debate around sexual identity. While many of these

and consumer. Most of all, by adopting an animal as a ready-

artists pursued an expressive language that engages the per-

made work, Zittel directed this interrogation at herself as an

sonal sphere and employs a metaphorical idiom, Zittel elected

artist and object producer, seeing it as a means to understand

to operate in the realm of what she calls "literalness," creating

her interlocutor-the viewer and collector-as well. She ques~

meaning via functional objects. Her work developed around a

tioned the nature of human desire, as reflected in the impulse

reevaluation of our notions of experience, action, and partici-

to create artificial breeds as pets and personal systems of sup-

pation, and she formulated a conceptual approach to the issues

port. Posed at the very beginning of her artistic activity, this

involving our attitudes toward ideas of space and individual
freedom, as well as the cultural and social constructions that
define them in Western societies. The original working center
in Brooklyn, The A-Z (later called A-Z East), remains the context
in which her livable sculptural structures must be understood:
her studio became the fulcrum of her systematic investigation
and the testing laboratory of her designs, but it was also a desti-
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nation open to visitors and friends.
Zittel's early investigations revolved around the human
activity of breeding animals. Between 1991 and 1993, she conducted a variety of reproductive tests in her studio. She used
functional laboratories of her own design and applied her tests
first to common flies, and then to Cortunix quails and Bantam
chickens. 18 Among the drawings Zittel made in connection to
this body of work, the pencil drawings from the Clone Series
(1992) concentrate on asexual reproduction. In Men from the
Clone Series (fig. 10), two identical men in suits, walking like

fashion models, are captioned as "a set of homozygote twins
produced by transfer of bisected embryos." Rabbits from the

I

question Jnd the dynamics of the exchange would remain a core

psychophysical link to the actual places in which we live and to

motivation of her work. 1,)

reconsider the true content of our aspil ations reyarding our

The Clolle Series are pencil drawings on vellum that the

own well-being, whether comfort, freedom, happiness, or ()

artist mounted on a one-and-a-half-inch layer of polyester

sense of empowerment. The artist also retooled the relationship

cotton balls and boxed within a frame. Presented in this way,

of artist/collector ami collector/artwork by asking new oWllers

the drawing becomes an object. For Zittel it was a way to under-

to integrate the artwork into their lives as an actual piece of

line the seriality implied in cloning, using these works' translu-

usable furniture, modifying it to fit their domestic and individ-

cent surfaces to convey the sense of fading and 1055 of vigor

ual needs. She envisioned her livable units as mass-produced

that results from identical repetition. The hard-edged con-

objects and so established a minimum design to which each

struction of its presentation in fact softens the definition of the

buyer would then add personal touches.

drawn figure, but it also produces a slight impression of depth

Beginning with the A-I Management and M.lintenance

and chiaroscuro, a phenomenological approach to painting that

Unit, Model 003 (1992, p. 129), A-Z Carpet Furniture, A-Z 1993

artist Piero Manzon; favored with his own cotton paintings at

Living Unit, A-Z 1994 Living Unit, and A-Z Comfort Ullit, Zittel

the beginning of the 19605.

went on to articulate this production in a variety of directions,

At the time she made these drawings, Zittel had just begun

including A-Z Rallgh Furniture and, most recently, A-Z Cellular

working on her Living Unit series, inhabitable sculptures that

Compartment Units (2001, pp. 184-89) and A-Z Homestead Unit

organize space and life functions within a contained area. 1hese

(2001-200~, pp.180-83). After a yearlong residency in Berlin,

mark the beginning of a prolific exploration into people's rela-

Zittel in 1995 began taking note of the distinctly American

tionship to personal space and how the durability of deeply

phenomenon of trailer homes and the car culture. A-Z Travel

rooted, simultaneously conflicting impulses, such as the need

Trailer Unit, A-Z Escape Vehicle, A-Z Yard Yacht, and A-Z Wagon

to belong and the aspiration to be independent, are dealt with

Station all explore the role of fantasy in the notion of a home

in developed Western societies. Having already looked into the

disconnected from the fabric of the city and yet fully partici-

alterations of our concepts of life and nature brought on by the

pant in it-a form of permanent tourism. With A-Z Deserted

acceleration of technology, Zittel felt an urgency to look at a more

Islands (1997, pp. 207-209), Point of Interest: All A-Z Laud

comprehensive picture of Western culture and its idealistic drive.

Brand, and A-Z Pocket Property (2000, pp. 177-79), Zittel ex-

What she found was a contr adiction that combined the inher-

panded this investigation to landed property, a defining good

itance from the nineteenth century of a romanticized relation-

in capitalist economies that hovers in people's minds some

ship to landscape; the persistence from the twentieth century

where between a pure consumer concept ami an idealistic

of a modernist and utopian idea of progress; and the settlement

image ot landscape.

in the twenty-first century into an inertia of postmodern capital-

Zittel's catalogue of inhabitable works represents J vision

ism. Thinking that this picture needed fliither exploration, Zittel

that attempts the inteyration of systems dnd realities in con-

found it useful to look into the effects of the strcnythened con-

stant danger of disconnection from one another-society and

nection between the design of objects or space for living and

individual, city and home, body and space, art and economic

the capitalist system.
By using her Living Unit to analyze American urbanism-

production. 'I he shell left in evidence of the units' structure
supports a straiyhtforward interlocking of pcrpcndiculiH planes.

the enduring clash among idealist design strategies, the capi-

Their volumetric expansion is modular, and so is the production

t;:lfist market system, standardized <;ocietal behavior, .Jnd

of the ullits as Illultiples. They provide economy of space and

concrete economic reality-Zittel asked us to reconstruct our

maximum usability with the aim of streamlining their lIsers' lives

c
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and, as a consequence, of modifying their behavior, releasing

Marxist interpretations of capitalist economy, which view the

them from a fetishistic dependence on things. While Zittel in

commodity in the user's hands as problematically disconnected

her designs follows notions of rationalism and functionalism

from social labor. Writer Umberto Eco illustrated this disconnect

defined during and after World War I by Eastern European Con-

by noting the difference between the "beautiful" objects and

structivist and Western European Bauhaus artists and theo-

the "ugly" objects one can see at a trade fair: the former are

rists (fig. 12), her understanding of standardization derives more

accessible consumer goods-i.e., easy chairs, lamps, sausages,

from the American middleclass housing that has filled subur-

liquors, motorboats, and swimming pools-while the latter are

ban developments since World War 11. 20 The standardization

the inaccessible means of production that make an industry-

applied to Zittel's own work is limited to the artist's impersonal

j,e., cranes, cement mixers, lathes, excavators, and hydraulic

intervention-the manufacture of the module-which the user

presses. A person who desires beautiful objects and rejects

then interprets: the 'various particular func tions contained in

those that are ugly "in reality has not chosen; he has only ac-

her units are customized based on the user's personal wishes.

cepted his role as consumer of goods since he cannot be a pro-

While her 1992-94 living systems unfold in space and address

prietor of means of production. But he is content. Tomorrow

different intellectual and leisure activities, her later ones, most

he will work harder in order to be able to buy, one day, an easy

evidently A-Z Escape Vehicle, A-Z Platform Bed (1995, p. 138),

chair and a refrigerator. He will work at the lathe, which is not

A-Z Pit Bed (1996, pp. 138-39), and also the recent A-Z Cellular

his because (the fair has told him) he doesn't want it.,,21

Compartment Units, are shaped like capsules that compress

Zittel strives to liberate our relationship to objects from

"funGtion" into one intense experience, focusing on the fulcrum

this authoritarian system and conceives of her artistic produc-

that is the user's inner self. Hence, standardization in Zittel's

tion as requiring a deeper involvement both on the side of the

methodology is an educational path to self-awareness.

maker and on that of the user. Her modular production requires

Zittel emphasizes that the components of the duality free-

a further process of adding meaning or signification, represented

dom/constriction are not two different societal ideologies but

by the user's involvement in the completion of the unit in lieu

complementary aspects inherent to human nature. True to this

of mere contemplation. While maintaining the same skeleton,

principle, Zittel forgoes the usual distance that visual artists

her modules change in their destination and details. This be-

enjoy from collectors of their work (via the brokerage of their

comes evident when groupings of customized units are put on

art dealer) and instead maintains an intense dialogue with the

display. We see, for example, the Escape Vehicle transformed

individuals who buy her work, seeing that as an essential com-

into individual fantasy worlds-a sensory deprivation tank (by

ponent of the activities at A-Z Administrative Services. She

Bob Shiffler), a Joseph Cornell box (by Dean Valentine), a modern

closely follows the customization of a piece and may help with

carriage or limousine (by Andrea Rosen), King Ludwig's grotto

any design interventions needed to accommodate special fea-

(by Zittel), and a place to spend time with precious personal ob-

tures. Each relationship evolves from the different personali-

jects (by Rachel and Jean-Pierre Lehmann), among others-

ties and experiences of her buyers. We can read about these

peering into their identical involucres and accessing diverse

relationships in the short-lived A-Z Personal Profiles Newsletter

personal universes and expressions (pp. 202-205).

with which Zittel kept in touch with her clients as well as with a

Zittel's form does not follow an immediately evident func-

larger host of peers and fans. Written in an overtly cheery style,

tion. A Zittel Living Unit does not communicate any information

the newsletters relate enthusiastic comments from A-Z brand

in the way Western modern and contemporary design has accus-

users and describe the many home improvements implemented

tomed us to expect. Only once her units are truly lived in do they

at A-Z East in Brooklyn. While A-Z Personal Profiles Newsletter

manifest themselves clearly to the viewer-always as very indi-

never settled into steady publication, and each one of the thir-

vidual, somewhat eccentric, vernacular artistic forms. While on

teen published issues experiments with content, they remain an

the one hand each piece simply becomes "a photograph" of the

important witness to the vitality of A-Z East.

owner, on the other hand their coexistence within Zittel's pro-

Zittel's restructuring of the artist/collector and collector/

duction in all their diversity represents a short-circuiting of the

artwork relationship shows the influence of Constructivist and

artist's semiotic process, that is, a loss of stylistic unity, but most

of all a loss of stability and plain coherence. This is a welcome

each in its own terms and context attempted to move design

result for Zittel, who has often commented that she accepts

away from consumerism, high style, and corporations, and to

failure as an inevitable outgrowth of her process. Every new

infuse it with political direction and social responsibility. As put

project evolves by redirecting her previous efforts towards dif-

by Superstudio architect Adolfo Natalini:

ferent, at times opposite, goals. For example, the passage from
the mobile A-Z Travel Trailer Unit to the fixed indoor A-Z Escape

If design is merely all inducement to consume, then we must reject design; if architecture is merely the codifying of the bour-

Vehicle originated in Zittel's realization that most people who

geois models of ownership and society, then we must reject

live in trailer homes find a congenial place to set it LIp, and then

architecture; if architecture and town planning is merely the

stay there. Notwithstanding their finished look, Zittel's works

formalization of present unjust social division, then we must re-

carry a precarious, ever evolving identity within themselves,

ject town planning and its cities until all design activities are

which has become a dynamic aspect of the artist's own method.

aimed towards meeting primary needs. Until then, design must

In The Regenerating Field (2002, pp. 104-105, 162-63)-an out-

disappear. We can live without architecture. 22

door grid of steel trays at A-Z West used for drying wall paneling made of recycled pulped paper materials-Zittel pushed this
concept even further. By representing the making of her art as
a sort of agricultural activity-also literally rendered in the
drawings from the sfnwvlei series-she emphasized components such as time and process. The image of "natural growth"

At the onset of the twenty-first century, with global capitalism much advanced, the Western world has changed and 50
has the meaning of the work of artists like Zittel, who conceive
of their activity as interventions in society. As critic Hal Foster
has pointed out in his analysis of the influence of historical Constructivism:

here plays down the more intellectual factors in her art-making
in order to highlight what is transformative and necessary and
centered around life itself.
In this context the recurring reference to the role of "fun"

the West, for its collectivist transformation of industrial culture
could not be countenanced by Western institutions-individual
artist, artisanal medium, capitalist exhibition, idealist museum

-and luxury, independence, and fantasy-in Zittel's state-

and so on. Certainly Western movements such as the Bauhaus

ments takes on new meaning, pointing to the pursuit and man-

also attempted to challenge these institutions, to integrate art

ifestation of pure energy, which begins and ends with the

and industry, but the Bauhaus did so only partially ... [T]he

subject's own world. This private and apparently futile tourism

Bauhaus could only subsume art in capitalist design rather than

opposes the pervasive economic capitalization of free time in

supersede it in collectivist culture. The scandal of Constructivism

advanced Western economies. In Zittel's principles listed in These

was that it forged connections rather than posed analogies be-

things I know for sure, she defines this as the difference be-

tween "voids"-time that one spends being completely idle and

'6

(Productivist) Constructivism was repressed and/or recoded in

tween artistic and industrial production, cultural and political
revolu tion. 21

therefore thinking freely-and " avoids"-the compulsion to fill

While Constructivism's status as "the primary modernism

in the voids with a consumerist activity, such as watching tel-

active in social and political transformation" remains influen-

evision. This vein of thought, concurrent with the thinking of

tial, Foster highlights how contemporary "theory and practice

functionalist art and Conceptual Art, finds prolific expression

have shifted from class as a given subject of history to the cul-

in her work, linking it to Surrealism and the interpretation of

lural cOllstitution of (class) subjectivity, from economic iden-

urban geography theorized by the Situationist International in

tity lo social difference."24 In the case of Zittel, then, we should

the 1950s, which emphasized the importance of the citizen's

ask which kind of personal fantasy the users of her services

own psychological free associations in the understanding of

cultivate. If we look at her entire trajectory, East to West,

how urban space is actually perceived and lived through. This

Zittel's commissioners/collectors have ranged from artist Jon

lineage extends to the so-called "radical architecture" and

Tower, who in 1991 asked Zittel to turn around his disorderly

"anti-design" movements of the second half of the 1960s, such

lifestyle (p. 69); to travel magazine writers and motor-home

as Archigram in England, Archizoom and Superstudio in Italy,

club founders Kristin and Todd Kimmell, who journeyed in an

and some aspects of the group Ant Farm in the United States-

A-Z Travel Trailer Unit; to the Public Art Fund in New York, which

fit). 1J
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impositions. Zittel's house is a nucleus of energy and work, the
place that makes us active in relation to the rest of the world.
In addition to designing her Living Unit as a habitation for
others, Zittel has conducted personal tests to help her define
this nucleus, beginning with the work from the 1993 A-Z Purity
series, such as Prototype for A-Z Warm Chamber and Prototype
for A-Z Cool Chamber (both pp. 124-25), A-Z Food Group (p. 120),
andA-Z Cover (pp. 116-17), among others. These works break down

traditional domestic demarcations, in place since the establishcommissioned Point of Interest for use by visitors in Central

ment of modern hygiene in the European and American urban-

Park; to art museums such as the Osterreichische Galerie Belvedere

ism of the eighteenth century, and focus on those biological

in Vienna, which in 1998 commissioned an A-Z Pit Bed for their

functions that allow us to store up energy. In Free Running

audiences; to art dealer Jennifer Flay, who turned an A-Z 1993

Rhythms and Patterns [Berlin] {1999, p. 154)-an experiment

Living Unit into her office; to collaborators, designers, and

documented in the group of drawings Free Running Rhythms

friends at A-Z West, who have customizedA-Z Wagon Stations

and Patterns, Version I and 1/ (2000, pp. 156-57 and 159) and

as resting posts at the compound; and to the art collectors,

the A-Z Timeless Chamber and A-Z Time Tunnel maquettes

representing a large variety of backgrounds and aspirations,

(2000, pp. 156 and 158)-during a week of total insulation from

some of whom have kept her work as a pristine artwork and

any kind of time reference, Zittel assessed the variability of her

others of whom have been able to functionally integrate it into
their homes, professions, and lives. 2s

quences such as night and day. For A-Z Pocket Property, she

Overall, however, all these individuals share a certain idea

lived for a month in a handcrafted, approximately 1,500 square-

own circadian rhythms against the norm of conventional se-

of "home," or personal space, that we can trace to the famil-

foot, island-cum-home in order to test out Western fantasies

iar nucleus of the middleclass house-comfortable, manage-

about property and independence.

able, parceled into private and social moments, separate and

Museum viewers very rarely are able to step into a Zittel

yet integrated into the neighborhood. In effect, Zittel works

unit, but must be content to witness her practice and observe

with the educated fantasy of domestic life typical of capitalist

the owners' habits, needs, and wishes. Zittel, however, does not

economies. To her, home is not a place of paralyzing conflicts

leave this constituency unaddressed. To include a sense of the

and entrapment-as it was, for example, in House (1993, fig. 13),

museum audience's specific position in relation to her work, Zittel

a life-size solid cast of a terraced family home from a working-

uses the gallery literally as a presentation room: painting walls, car-

class neighborhood in the East End of London made by Rachel

peting the floor, and adding illustrative drawings. So the viewers'

Whiteread. House, a transitory memorial that remained on dis-

first encounter, already both contemplative and voyeuristic, is

play in the neighborhood for two and a half months, also stood

further transformed into a somewhat participatory experience,

for the public sociopolitical battle against gentrification going

induced by Zittel's creation of an emphatic tableau that hovers

on in tandem with an attempt to keep new, lowerclass immi-

between commercial showroom and museum installation.

grants out of the neighborhood. Unlike Whitercad with her

This approach in Zittel's work has roots in the sculptural in-

focus on the house's publit role, Zittel dives into the psycho-

stallations predating her Living Unit, which include a group of

physical space of middlcclass housing in America and explodes

works entitled Repair Work. The artist repaired objects found on

it like an architectonic drawing that not only projects repre-

the streets of New York and displayed a number of them in a

sentations of space and function, but also makes visible related

composition, placing some on a patched-up table and others on

notions of time, property, necessity, and desire. By analyzing

the floor adjacent to the table, as if to point to a transition in

these notions and devising alternative habitats, Zittel attempts

progress, from "thing" to "object," from "ugly"-a hubcap and

to evidence precisely those habits in a dweller's life that are a

a tile floor-to "beautiful"-a statue of one of the wise men and

genuine reaction to manipulative and constructed consumerist

another of an elephant, teacups, a dish-and from "object" to

"artwork" This strategy had been employed before by American
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sculptor Scott Burton, whose work, which emerged in the 1970s

1. Andrea Zittel, "Talking with Allan McCollum," in Diary: Andrea litte/, Oialy,

and matured in the following decade, is unique in its experiential
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sculpture found in the work of Joseph Bf'uys.

artist were placed in static arrangements either in a stage space
or in an exterior landscape setting." 26 This series played out the
distinctions between useful and useless, the found and the fabricated object, and the relationship of furniture to the body.
This and Burton's subsequent production constitute an
important immediate precedent to Zittel's own work, for Burton
pointed to the vernacular of everyday furniture and integrated
a psychological and operative standpoint into the language of
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museum and culture industry as other artists did in the 1980s.27
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embracing and addressing the viewer with an experience and

11. Text from Sufficient Self.
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in the public lounging provoked by A-Z Raugh Furniture-and
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the art gallery or museum to another focal point: her own center of existence. Here the artist operates very clearly through
a local reality, projecting out to the rest of the world, Having
sensitized our awareness to the continuous connections of our
personal landscape with the much larger horizon that contains

it, Zittel is not speaking simply of the artist and the museum. She
is also alluding to our homes and lives, encouraging us all to examine more closely Ollr existence, to make it again our very own.
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